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Tinder Receives Comparably Award for Best Leadership Team

Employees also ranked Tinder as one of Comparably’s 2021 Best Places to Work

Los Angeles, Calif. - July 14, 2021 — Tinder has been named one of Comparably’s 2021 Best Leadership Teams.
This award is derived from employees who anonymously rated their CEOs, executive leaders, and direct
managers on Comparably.com over a 12-month period. 

“We’re thrilled to receive this recognition because it comes directly from our employees and is a great
testament to how Tinder’s leadership team has evolved over the past 12 months, including the new addition of
our Vice President of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Culture,” said Lina Alcala, SVP of People at Tinder. “I’m
proud of the employee-first culture we’ve created and how Tinder’s leadership has been able to listen to and
respond to the needs of our employees as the company grows.” 

Tinder was also named as one of Comparably’s 2021 Best Places to Work based on a series of 50+ structured
and comprehensive workplace questions in nearly 20 core culture categories, including: Work-Life Balance,
Professional Development, Leadership, Compensation, and Perks & Benefits. 

"As the world was plagued by the pandemic of the past year, employees needed executives who could lead with
strength and compassion," said Comparably CEO Jason Nazar. "Tinder's inclusion on our list of Best Leadership
Teams is a testament to how committed its leaders are to the vision of the company and the well-being and
growth of their employees."

About Tinder

Tinder was introduced on a college campus in 2012 and is the world’s most popular app for meeting new
people. Available in 190 countries and 40+ languages, Tinder is the highest grossing non-gaming app globally.
It’s been downloaded more than 450 million times and led to more than 60 billion matches.
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